In-depth vehicle occupant report by Bowman, M. J.
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. NO. OF CASE VEHICLES IN ACCIDENT - 
16 
NUMBER OF SLIDES -- 
16 
TEAM REPORT NUMBER 
DATE OF FIELD INVESTIGATION: I 1 
I NVESTl GATOR: 
LOCATION WHERE VEHICLE WAS EVALUATED: 
- - - -  




REPORT PREPARED BY: 

Duplicate columns 1-8 Module G I Format 0 1 
hom the previous card. B 10 11 12 
TIME 
/ DATE OF COLLISION / 
m m  d d y y  
HOUR OF COLLISION 










(2) CREST OF H I U  
(3) SLOPE (2%) 






(3) T - SHAPED 





(21) WATER- DAMP 
(22) WATER - WET 
(23) WATER - PUDDLED 
(29) WATER - AMOUNT UNKNOWN 
(31) SNOW - LOOSE 
(32) SNOW - PACKED 
(39) SNOW - CONDITION UNKNOWN 
(41) ICE 
(51) SLUSH 




















(3) VEGETATION g . ~  BUSHES, SHRUBS) 
(4) TREE 
(5) HILL OR CURVE IN ROAD 
(6) VEHICLE IN TRANSPORT 
(7) OTHER: 














ROAD TOTAL TRAFFIC LANES 




(4) 4 OR MORE LANES 
(5) DIVIDED, 4 OR MORE LANES 
(6) PARKING LOTIDRIVEWAY 
(7) OTHER: 
(9) UNKNOWN 
INTERSECTlNG RD, TOTAL LANES 
CHOCLSE FF1OMABOVE LET, OR 
(8) NOT APPUCABLE 































r )  
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS MECHANICAL MALFUNCTION 
WAS MERE MENTION 
OF A MECHANICAL MALFUNCTION 
(0) 5-45 km/h ........ 525 mph IN CASE VEHICLE 
(1) 4&55 ............... 30 
(2) 56.60 ............... 35 
(3) 61-70 ............... 40 
(4) 71-79 ............... 45 
(5) 80-85 ............... 50 
(6) 86-80 ............... 55 
PRECIPITATION 
THE FOLLOWING SECnON SHOULD BE FILLED 
OUT /FA MECHANICAL MALFUNCnON IS 
RECOGNIZED OR SUSPECTED. 
CIRCLE ITEMS INVOLED. SUPPORPANY 
ITEMS CIRCLED WITH COMMENTS. 
RATE OF PRECIPITATION BRAKESYSTEM DRIVER CONTROLS 
EXHAUST SYSTEM POWER TRAIN 
STEERING SYSTEM FUEL SYSTEM 
SUSPENSION SYSTEM VISIBILITY ITEMS 
TEMPERATURE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM TIRES 
(0) BELOW -15' C ...... BELOW 5* F 
(1) -15TO 6 ................. 5TO22 
(2) -5 TO -1 ............... 23T031 THROTLE CONTROLS UNKNOWN 
(3) 0 TO 2 ............... 32 TO 36 
(4) 3 TO 5 ............... 37T041 
(5) 6 TO 15 ............... 42 TO 59 
LIGHT CONDITIONS 




CASE VEHICLE ROLLOVER 
(0) NO ROLLOVER 
(1) YES, FIRST EVENT 
(2) YES, SUBSEQUENT WENT 
(3) YES, SEQUENCE UNKNOWN 
(9) UNKNOWN 
CASE VEHICLE RAN OFF ROADWAY 




MOVING CASE VEHICLE AND 




CASE VEHICLE AND 










OF VEHICLES CONTACTED 
BY CASE VEHICLE IN CRASH 
(8) 8 OR MORE 
(9) UNKNOWN 
ANY FIRE IN THIS CRASH 




HIGHEST POLICE INJURY 
SEVERITY CODE IN CRASH 
(NOT JUST CASE VEHICLE) 
(0) 0- NO INJURY 
(1) C - POSSIBLE INJURY 
(2) B - NON-INCAPACITATING INJURY 
(3) A - INCAPACITATING INJURY 
(4) K - FATAL 
(5) INJURED, SEVERITY UNKNOWN 
(6) DIED PRIOR TO ACCIDENT 
(7) NON-FATAL INJURY 
SEVERIN UNKNOWN 
(9) UNKNOWN 




(9) UNKNOWNINOT REPORTED1 
NO DRIVER 
DRIVER ALCOHOL BAC 
(CASE VEHICLE) 






I LIST IMPAIRMENTS MENTIONED: 
(80) 9 CHEMICAL NO TEST TESTS, NO RESULTS 
(95) AUTOPSY, NO RESULTS 
(99) UNKNOWN 




(2) TOWED DUE TO DAMAGE 
(3) TOWED, NOT DUE TO DAMAGE 
(4) TOWED, REASON UNKNOWN 
(9) UNKNOWN 

D u p l i i  columns 1-8 Module 0 V Fonnat J 1 
from the previous card o 10 11 12 
OTHER VEHICLE OV-1 
MAKE: 
MODEL: 
NO. OF CYLINDERS OR ROTORS: 
CARGO: 
VIN - - - - - - - - - - 
13 
MANUFACIHODY CODE ----- 
30 34 
MAKUMODEL CODE ---- 
38 
MODEL YEAR 1 9 - -  
VEHICLE MASS (kg) 
41 48 
IF SEPARATE REPORT WAS MADE, - 
GIVE VEHICLE NUMBER 
NUMBER OF OCCUPANTS -- 
(ENTER 9's IF UNKNOWN) 49 
TRAVELING SPEED (kmfi) --- 
52 
(000) PARKED OR STOPPED 
(995) JUST STARTNO UP 
(W) BACKING UP 
(997) SPEED NOT EXCESSIVE (BUT UNKNOWN) 
(W) SPEED EXCESSIVE (BUT UNKNOWN) 
(999) UNKNOWN 






(17) PICKUP CAR 







MULTIPURPOSE PASSENGER VEHICLE 
(1 4) SMALL UTI U N  (WEELBASE LESS THAN 107: 
E.5  JGP, 8ROMCO) 
(15) URGE unun WEEWE MORE M N  1 6 ,  
E.5 PAML TRUQC W R B A N )  
(16) PICKUP TRUCK m CANOPYISHEU COMR 
(17) PICKUP CAR wm CMGPY/SWELL ~ M R  
(21) MOTOR HOME 
(22) PICKUP TRUCK WITH SLIDE-IN CAMPER 
(23) PICKUP CAR Wm StlM.iN CAklPER 
(31) CHASSISMOUNTED CAMPER 
TRUCK 
(1 1) SMAU VAN $.a ECONOLIN~ 
(1 2) PICKUP TRUCK 
(13) UNKNOWN LIGHT TRUCK 
(15) LARGE UTILITY (Lo. PANEL TRUCK SUBURBAN) 
(1 6) PICKUP TRUCK wm CANOPNSHEU COVER 
(22) PICKUP TRUCK WITH SLIDE-IN CAMPER 
(30) UNKNOWN TRUCK PlPE 
(31) CHASSISMOUNTED CAMPER 
(33) DEUVERY VAN (wwc.1~) 
(34) STRAIGHT TRUCK 
(35) TRUCK-mCTOR (BOBTAIL) 
(36) CHASSISCAB 
(37) UNKNOWN HEAW TRUCK 
(38) TRACTOR & SEMI-TRAILER (SEMI) 
(39) TRUCK (OR SEMI) & FULL TRAILER(q 
BUS 
(40) UNKNOWN BUS TYPE 
(41) SCHOOL BUS 
(42) INTERCITY BUS (BETMEN cmEq 
(43) TRANSIT BUS (INTRACIPI) 
(44) STREETCAR (a4 T M K S )  
(68) TRAIN (CARS) 




HIGHEST POLICE INJURY SEVERITY 
CODE FOR M I S  VEHICLE 
(0) 0 - NO INJURY 
(1) C POSSIBLE INJURY 
(2) B - NON-INCAPACITATING INJURY 
(3) A - INCAPACITATING INJURY 
(4) K - FATAL 
(5) INJURED, SEVERITY UNKNOWN 
(6) DIED PRIOR TO ACCIDENT 
(7) NON-F ATAL INJURY 
SEVERITY UNKNOWN 










THlS SPACE TO ENTER DETAILS 
Duplicate columns 1-8 Module 1 Format p, 1 
from the previous card a 10 11 12 
MAKE: 
MODEL: 




VEHICLE MASS (@) 
MANUFAC/BODY COO€ 
30 34 
---- (I) YES 1 (9) UNKNOWN 
STOLEN VE HlCLE 
ODOMETER (km) 
(ENTEA~SIFUNKNO~W~ - - 
(ENTEA 85 IF ELECTRONIC) 46 50 
NUMBER OF OCCUPANTS 
(ENTER 9 3  IF UNKNOWN) 
-- 
TRAVELING SPEED (kmlh) --- 
53 
(000) PARKED OR STOPPED 1 
(996) JUST STARTING UP 
(996) BACKING UP 
(997) SPEED NOT EXCESSIVE (BUT UNKNOWN) 
(996) SPEED EXCESSIVE (BUT UNKNOWN) 
(9QQ) UNKNOWN 
VEHICLE TYPE I I 
PASSENGER VEHICLE 
(1 1 ) 2-DOOR HARDTOP (NO UPPER a P I u R 1  
(1 2) 2-DOOR SEDAN OR COUPE 
(ANY UPPER sPIua) 
(1 3) bOOOR HARDTOP 
(14) 4-DOOR SEDAN 
(1 5) STATION WAGON 
(1 6) CONVERTIBLE 
(18) OTHER PASS. VEH.: 
(19) PASSENGER VEHICLE, TYPE UNKNOWN 
MULTIPURPOSE PASSENGER VEHICLE 
(21) SMAU UTIUN (EG &P, s a w  BROMCO) 
(22) LARGE UTlUT'f E G  P M  TRUCK S U B U R w  
(23) VAN, SIZE UNKNOWN 
(24) VAN, SMAU pruo 
(25) VAN, LARGE 
(29) MPV, TYPE UNKNOWN 
(30) MOTOR HOME 
TRUCK 
(31) PlCKUP TRUCK, UNKNOWN 
(32) PICKUP TRUCK, SMALL (WWIZED) 
(33) PICKUP TRUCK, LARGE 
(99) UNKNOWN 
BODY STRUCTURE 
(1) BoOY IL FRAME 
(2) UNITIZED 
(3) INTEGRALSTUB FRAME 
(4) BODY & PLATFORM FRAME 






















TYPE OF BRAKES 
(1) DRUM, ALL WHEELS 
(2) DISC, FRONT WHEELS 
(3) DISC, ALL WHEELS 
(9) UNKNOWN 
BRAKE ANTI-LOCK DEVICE 
(0) NONE INSTALLED 
(1)  TWQWHEEL 
(2) FOUR-WHEEL 
(7) EQUIPPED, UNKNOWN WHEELS 
(9) UNKNOWN 




TYPE OF DRIVE 
( I )  REAR WHEEL 
(2) FRONT WHEEL 
(3) FOUR WHEEL 
(9) UNKNOWN 





OF RESTRAINT SYSTEM 
(1) ACTIVE BELT 
(2) PASSIVE BELT 
(3) AIR BAG 
(7j OTHER: 
(8) NOT APPLICA8LE (NOT EQUIPPED) 
EQUIPPED WITH ROLL BAR 
(0) NO 




(2) T-TOP CLOSED 
(3) T-TOP OPEN 
(4) SUN ROOF CLOSED 
(5) SUN ROOF OPEN 
(6) CONVERTIBLE CLOSED 






INNER LAYER GLASS EQUIPPED 
(0) NONE 
(1) WINDSHIELD 
(2) WINOSHIELD AND SIDE 
(7) OTHER 
(9) UNKNOWN 
I 1. INDICATE CRUSHED ARE4S BY OUT- 
JJNlNG NEW PERIMETE9 OF V E ~ E  
AND SHADING THE QAMGED AREAS ON 
THE URGE SKETCH ON PAGE VD-3. 
USE AS MANY SKETCHES AS NECESSARY 
68 
- I TO COMPLETELY OESCRIBE THE DAMAGE. 
2. ENTER THE D l W S I O N S  ON THE 
SKETCYES) MEASURED TO THE POINT 
OF MAXIMUM PENETRATlON BY THE 
OBJECT(S) CONTACTED. USE THE 
EXAMBLES BELOW AS A GUIDE 
3. ENTER THE THREE DIMENSIONS TO THE 
CENTER OF THE WHEELS (WHEELBASE. 
FRONT AND R€4R OVERHANGS) ON BOTH 
SIDES OF THE CAR. 
4. ADD OTHER DIMENSIONS AS NECESSARY 
TO COMPLETELY DESCRIBE THE DAMAGE. 
EXAMPLES: I 
NELD INVESTIGA TOR WORK PAGE 

Duplicate columns 1-8 Module D A Fonnat 0 2 
from the previous card. Q 10 11 12 
PRIMARY 
EVENT NUMBER 
I CASE VEHICLE PRIMARI CDC 1 CONTACTED VEHICE ASSOCIATED CDC 
I IMPACT SPEED (m) --- I --- 14 15 18 35 ?a 37 
ESTlMATED BY 
CRUSH (m) 
CDC #I  
------- CDC #2 WED W W E N I T H ~ E ~ R -  ------- 
~ l N c o c r 1  ax.) l a -  5s 
Duplicate columns 1-8 Module J A Format 0 3 
from the previous card 9 10 11 12 
EVENT NUMBER I - 13 I 
CASE VEHICLE SECONDARY CDC 
IMPACT SPEED (M) 




EVENT NUMBER IMPACT SPEED ESTlMATOR CRUSH 
(8) NOT APPUCABLE (1) INVESTIGATOR (998) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN (2) DRIVER (NO V E H I C ~ W G E )  
(3) POLICE (999) UNKNOWN 
IMPACT SPEED (4) 'CRASH' PROGRAM 
(7) OTHER: CDC 
(998) NOT APPLICABLE (8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(999) UNKNOWN (NO V E H C W O  IMPACV (9800000) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9900000) UNKNOWN 
Duplicate columns 1-8 Module D A Format 0 1 
from the previous card 9 10 11 12 
FRONT 
13 15 
MAXIMUM SHEET METAL CRUSH 
(em) (99s) UNKNOWN 
RIGHT SIDE 
18 18 
LEFT SlDE - 
22 24 
OTHER 
NOTE: IF CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER 
IS UNKNOWN, EVENT 
ORDER IS OPTIONAL 
DO YOU KNOW THIS TABLE 




(1) QN ROADWAY 
(2) SHOUWEWMEDlANlGORE 
(3) ON ROADSIDE 
(4) OUTSIDE ROADSIDE 
RIGHTG-WAY 
(5) OTHER 




FOR CODES, SEE TABLE 
ON PAGE DA-3. 
O&IECT/VEHICLE 
CONTACTED 
FOR CODES, SEE TABLE 
ON PAGE DA-4. 
CODES FOR 
IMPACT CONFIGURATION 
FRONT OF CASE VEHICLE 
(1 1) AND FRONT OF CONTACTED VEHICLE 
(13) AND OF CONTACTED VEHICLE 
(14) AND OF CONTACTED VEHICLE 
(16) ENDSWIPa BY CONTACTED VEHICLE 
(17) AND OBJECT 
(19) AND UNKNOWN OTHER VEHICLE CONFIGURATION 
LEFT SIDE OF CASE VEHICLE 
(21) AND FRONT OF CONTACTED VEHICLE (TYPE f l  
(22) AND FRONT OF CONTACTED VEHICLE (TYPE L) 
(23) AND SIQE OF CONTACTED VEHICLE (NOTSlDESWlPN 
(24) AND OF CONTACTED VEHICLE' (NPE Q 
(25) AND OF CONTACTED VEHICLE (NPE L) 
(26) SIDESWIPED BY CONTACTED VEHICLE 
(27) AND OBJECT 
(29) AND UNKNOWN OTHER VEHICLE CONFIGURATION 
REAR OF CASE VEHICLE 
(31) AND FRONT OF CONTACTED VEHICLE 
(33) AND OF CONTACTED VEHICLE 
(34) AND OF CONTACTED VEHICLE 
(36) ENDSWIPED BY CONTACTED VEHICLE 
(37) AND OWECT 
(39) AND UNKNOWN OTHER VEHICLE CONFIGURATION 
RIGHT SIDE OF CASE VEHICLE 
AND FRONT OF CONTACTED VEHICLE (TYPE T )  
AND FRONT OF CONTACTED VEHICLE (TYPE L) 
AND OF CONTACTED VEHICLE (NOTSIDESWIPE) 
AND OF CONTACTED VEHICLE (TYPE 7J 
AND OF CONTACTED VEHICLE (TYPE L) 
SIDESWIPED BY CONTACTED VEHICLE 
AND OWECT 
AND UNKNOWN OTHER VEHICLE CONFlGURATlON 
OTHER 
(57) VEHICLE TO OBJECT 
(58) VEHICLE TO VEHICLE 
(59) VEHICLE TO VEHICLE, CONFIGURATION UNKNOWN 
ROLLOVER 
(61) LESS THAN 360' 
(62) 360' OR MORE 
(69) DETAILS UNKNOWN 
UNKNOWN 
(99) IMPACT TYPE UNKNOWN 
CODES FOR VEHICLUOBJECT CONTACTED 
VEHICLVOBJECT GROUPS BUS 
(00) NO OBJECT (40) UNKNOWN BUS TYPE 
(01) - (39) PASSENGER VEHICLE & TRUCK (41) SCHOOL BUS 
(40) - (69) OTHER VEHICLE (42) INTERCITY BUS (BETWEEN CITIES) 
(70) - (76) PEDESTRIAN 8 ON-ROADWAY OBJECT (43) TRANSIT BUS (INTRACIM) 
(77) - (97) OFF-ROADWAY OBJECT (44) STREETCAR (ON TRACKS) 






















< 2288 mm ( < 907 
2288 2412 mm (96' - 94.97 
241 3 - 2539 mm (9S -99.93 
2540 - 2866 mm (1 0' - 104.V) 
2887-2793mm (log-109.93 
2794.2920rnm (l lo.. 114.9") 
2921 - 3174 rnm (7 IS' - 124.97 
>3175rnm ( % I 2 5 7  
MULTIPURPOSE PASSENGER VEHICLE 
(1 1) SMALL VAN (MINI) 
(12) PICKUP 
(1 4) SMALL UnUl"f (WHEELBASE LESS THAN 107: 
E.G. JEEP, BRONCO) 
(1s) LARGE unuv (WHEELBASE MORE THAN 107, 
E.G. PANEL TRUCK, SUBURBAN) 
(1 6) PICKUP TRUCK WTH CANOPYISHELL COVER 
(1 7) PICKUP CAR WlTH CANOPYISHELL COVER 
(21) MOTOR HOME 
(22) PICKUP TRUCK WITH SLIDE.IN CAMPER 
(23) PICKUP CAR WITH SLIDE-IN CAMPER 
(31) CHASSIS-MOUNTED CAMPER 
TRUCK 
(1 1) SMALL VAN (E.G. ECONOLINE) 
(12) PICKUP TRUCK 
(13) UNKNOWN LIGHT TRUCK 
(15) LARGE UIblTY (E.G. PANEL TRUCK, SUBURBAN) 
(16) PICKUP TRUCK WlTw CANOW/SHEU W M R  
(22) PICKUP TRUCK WITH SLIDE-IN CAMPER 
(30) UNKNOWN TRUCK TYPE 
(31) CHASSIS-MOUNTED CAMPER 
(33) DELIVERY VAN (WALK-IN) 
(34) STRAIGHT TRUCK 
(35) TRUCK-TRACTOR (BOBTAIL) 
(36) CHASSIS-CAB 
(37) UNKNOWN HEAW TRUCK 
(38) TRACTOR & SEMI-TRAILER (SEMI) 
(39) TRUCK (OR SEMI) & FULL TRAILER(s) 
MOTORCYCLE 
(50) UNKNOWN MOTORCYCLE TYPE 
(51) 1 - 75cC 
(52) 76- 1 2 5 ~ ~  
(53) 126 - 250 
(54) 251 - 500 cc 
(55) 501 - 750 cc 
(56) 75 1 cc + 
(57) %WHEELS (OR WlTH SIDECAR} 
SPECIAL PURPOSE VEHICLE 
(60) UNKNOWN/OTHER SPECIAL VEHICLE (DESCRIBE) 
(61) SNOWMOBILE 
(62) A N  (ALL TERR41N VEHICLE) 
(63) AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLE 
(64) FARM VEHICLE 
(65) CONSTRUCTION VEHICLE 
(66) TRAILER, PRIVATE (CAMPER) 
(67) TRAILER, COMMERCIAL (CARGO) 
(68) TRAIN (CARS) 
(69) LOCOMOTIVE (ENGINE, SWITCHER) 
OBJECT 
(70) PEDESTRIAN 
(71) BICYCLIST, OTHER PEDALCYCUST 
(72) PEDESTRIAN CONVEYANCE (EG. PERSON RIDING 
ANIMAL, CART) 
(73) LARGE ANIMAL 
(74) FALLEN OBJECT (E.G. OWECT DISLOOGED FROM 
OTHER VEHICLE, FALLEN TREE, ROCKS) 
(75) ROCKS 
(76) CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT (EXCLUDING (65)) 
(n) SIGN POST, UTILITY POLE, TREE 
(78) DITCH 
(79) EMBANKMENT, SNOWBANK, RR TRACKS RR X 
(80) GROUND (ROLLOVER ONLY) 
(81) CURB (DAMAGE PRODUCING IMPACTS ONLY) 
(82) CULVERT 
(83) FENCE 
(84) HYDRANT, SHORT POST, STUMP 
(85) SMALL POSTmEE, RURAL MAIL BOX, MILE 
MARKER, DELINEATOR 
(86) BUILDING 
(87) PIER, PILLAR, BRIDGE SUPPORT 
(88) ABUTMENT, RETAINING WALL 
(89) BRIDGE RAIL 
(90) GUARD RAIL, LEADING SECION 
(91) GUARD RAIL, MIDDLE OR UNKNOWN 
(92) GUARD RAIL, TRAILING SECTION 
(93) GUARD POST (TIMBER, METAL, CONCRETE) 
(94) CABLE, FENCE BARRIER 
(95) CONCRETE BARRIER (MEDMN) 
(96) IMPACT ATTENUATOR 
(97) BREAKAWAY FEATURES 
NOES: 1. ENTER CR4SH RECONSlRUCTlON DAMAGE MEASUREMENTS IN CENTIMETERS. 
2. MmSURE C 1 TO C6 FROM DRIVER TO PASSENGER SIDE IN FRONT OR REAR 
IMPACTS, REAR TO FRONT IN SIDE IMPACTS. 
3. D IS POSITIVE IF MmSURED TO A POINT FORWARD OF OR TO THE RIGHT 
OF THE CG. 














C5 C6 D+ -
, 
c4 C5 C6 D' - I 
EVENT NUMBER 
AV (m) TOTAL --- --- 
14 11 16 32 23 34 
'NOTE: THESE& COMPONENTS 
MUST INCLUDE SIGN. 
EXAMPLES: 10 kmh w ~ P ~ Q  
- 7kM = : Q Q l  
RECONSTRUCTION 
(01) RECONSTRUCTED 
NOT RECONSTRUCTED BECAUSE 
(02) INSUFFICIENT DATA 
(03) EXCESSIVE UNDERRIDV 
(06) OTHER TRAVEL IN MORE 
(1 1) AT LEAST ONE VEHICLE 
BEYOND SCOPE 
(2) CDC 8 DETAILED DAMAGE 
(3) TRAJECTORY 8 CDC 
(4) TRAJECTORY & CDC & 
DETAILED DAMAGE 
(5) NOT RECONSTRUCTED 
(6) P U S  PROGRAM 
(7) OLDMlS PROGRAM 
Duplicate columns 1-8 Module W T Format J- 1 
from the previous card. o 10 11 12 
- -  - -  
WHEELS-DAMAGED 
(0) NO 
(1)  YES 
(9) UNKNOWN 
TIRE TREAD TYPE 
(1)  REGULAR 
(2) SNOW 
(3) SLICKS 
(4) ALL WEATHER (MS1 . . 
(7) OTHER: RR 
(9) UNKNOWN 
CARCASS CONSTRUCTION LF 
(7) OTHER: 
(9) UNKNOWN 
BRAND (WRITE NAME) 
(1) BIAS 1 I 
IF VEHICLE IS EQUIPPED WITH DUAL 
WHEELS, COMPLETE FOR OUTER WHEELS 
AND W K E  NOTES ON INNER WHEELS. 
(2) BELTED BIAS RF 
(3) RADIAL 
(4) ELUPTlCAL 
(5) HI PRESSURE SPARE 






Duplicate columns 1-8 Module F T Format 0 1 
from the previous card. 8 10 11 12 
FUEL AND FUEL TANKS m-1 
TYPE OF PROPULSIVE FUEL 
(1) GASOLINE 




MAIN TANK LOCATION 
MAIN FILLER CAP LOCATION 
MAIN TANK MATEAlAL 
I AUXILIARY TANK TYPE 
(1) OEM TANK 1 6 1 czr AFTER MARKETTANK 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE (NOT EQUIPPED) I I (9) UNKNOWN 
I--_ ] AUXILIARY TANK LOCATlON 
I - _ _  I AUXILIARY FILLER CAP LOCATlON 
I , I AUXILIARY TANK MATERIAL 
TANK AND FILLER CAP LOCATION CODES 
FIRST DIGIT (LONGITUDINAL) 
(1) BEHIND KICK-UP 
(2) IN KICK-UP 
(3) BElWEEN KICK-UP & COWL 
(4) FORWARD OF COWL 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE (NOT EQUIPPED) 
(9) UNKNOWN 
SECOND DIGIT (LATERAL) 
(1) LEFT OF FRAME 
(2) WITHIN FRAME OR CENTERED 
(3) RIGHT OF FRAME 
(4) DUAL, RIGHT 8 LEFT TANKS 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE (NOT EQUIPPED) 
(9) UNKNOWN 
THIRD DIGIT (VERTICAL) 
(1) BELOW FRAME 
(2) WITHIN FRAME OR CENTERED 
(3) ABOVE FRAME 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE (NOT EQUIPPED) 
(9) UNKNOWN 





(8) NOT APPLICABLE (NOT EQUIPPED) 
(9) UNKNOWN 

Duplicate columns 1-8 Module F L Fonnat J- 1 
from the previous card. o 10 11 12 
DID FUEL LEAKAGE RESULT FROM A CRASH EVENT 
(0) NO KNOWN LEAKAGE PAGE 
(1 ) YES COMP! F7F PAGE. 










(1 1) MAlN FUEL TANK (INCLUDING 
VAPOR RECOVERY DOME) 
(12) AUXILIARY FUEL TANK 
(13) MAlN TANK FILLER TUBE 
(14) MAlN TANK CAP (GAS CAP) 
(15) AUXILIARY TANK FILLER TUBE 
(18) AUXILIARY TANK CAP (GAS CAP) 
















(21) FUEL FEED LINE (MAIN TANK 
TO FUEL PUMP) 
(22) FUEL FEED LINE (AUXILIARY 
TANK TO FUEL PUMP) 
(8) FUEL RETURN LINE (FUEL 
PUMP TO TANK) 
(24) INLINE FUEL FILTER 
(25) FUEL LlNE (PUMP TO 
CAR8URETOR OR IWECTOR PUMP) 
(26) CARBURETOR TO INJECTOR PUMP 
(27) FUEL PUMP 










EVAPORATlVE PMlSSlON PNTROL SYSTEM 
(31) ATMOSPHERIC VENT PlPE 
(NON-EEC EQUIPPED) 










EEC SYSTEM (CONTINUED) 
(33) VAPOR RECOVERY HOSES 
(CANISTER TO CARBURETOR) 
(34) LlCUlD-VAPOR SEPARATOR 
(UNLESS PART W TANKJ 
(35) CANISTER 










(49) ENGINE COMPARTMENT, 
COMPONENT UNKNOWN 









11 COMPONENT SOURCE 
(1) OEM 
(2) AFTER MARKET 
(9) UNKNOWN 
11 I TYPE OF DAMAGE 
(1 ) DENTER/CRUSHED 
(2) PUNCTURED 
(3) RUPTURED 










V LOCATION OF LEAK 
FIRST DIGIT 
(LONGITUDINAL LCCATICYJ) 
(1) F, FORWARD O f  COWL 
(2) P, BEWEEN COWL & 
REAR BULKHEAD 
(3) B, BEHIND REAR BULKHEAD 
(4) Y, F, P 
(5 )  Z, P, a B 
(6) D, DISTRIBUTED 




(1) L, LEFT 
(2) C, CENTER 
(3) R, RIGHT 
(4) Y, LEFT CENTER (L d C) 
(5) Z. RIGHT CENTER (R & C) 
(6) D, DISTRIBUTED 
(F, P & 8) 
(9) UNKNOWN 

Duplicate columns 1-8 Module F R Format J 1 
from the previous card. o 10 11 12 
WAS THERE FlRE IN OR ON CASE VEHICLE? 
(0) NO PAGE 
(1) YES COMPLEX PAGE 
I I - - . - -  1 I SEVERllY OF FIRE DAMAGE / DID FlRE START IN CASE VEHICLE? 
iij M;jb-iRATE 
(0) NO I (1) YES (3) SEVERE 
(9) UNKNOWN (9) UNKNOWN 




DID AN INJURY TO CASE 
VEHICLE OCCUPANT RESULT FROM 




I I I 
PROVlDE NOTES IF FIRE OCCURRED. 
SOURCE OF INlTlAL BURNING MATERIAL: 
IGNITION MECHANISM: 
1 IGNITION LOCATION IN VEHICLE: I 
WHAT BURNED AND LOCATION: 
DESCRIBE DAMAGE FROM FIRE: 
DESCRIBE FlRE INJURIES: I 

Duplicate columns 1-8 Module L 1 Format P 
from the previous card. s 10 11 
HOOD PERFORMANCE 
FOR THE FOLLOWING, USE CODES: 
(0) NO 
(1) YES 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 
HOOD UTCH(ES) -RELEASED 
-DAMAGED 
JAMMED 






HOOD REMAINED ON VEHICLE 
REAR EDGE OF HOOD- -ELEVA'TED 
-CONTACTED WINDSHIELD 
-PENETRATED WINDSHIELD 
HOOD LATCH LOCATION 
(1) FRONT OF VEHICLE 
(2) COWLAREA 
(3) SIDE 
(8) NOT APPUCABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 


































STEERING COL FLEXIBLE COUPLING 
n w l u  COUPLING TYPE 
(0) NONE 
(1) FLEXIBLE MATERIAL 
(2) POT 
(3) SINGLE UJOlNT 
(4) DOUBLE UJOINT 
(5) FLEXIBLE CABLE 
(6) COMBINATION OF ABOVE 
(CIRCLE B C H )  
(7) OTHER: 
(8) EQUIPPED, N P E  UNKNOWN 







ENG COMPART TELESCOPING UNIT 
TYPE OF UNIT 
(00) NONE INSTALLED 
(01) - (07) SEE UNITS ON PAGE ED2 
(97) OTHER: 
(98) EQUIPPED, TYPE UNKNOWN 
(99) UNKNOWN IF EQUIPPED 
ORIGINAL LENGTH (mm) 
F (OR H): 
TELESCOPED LENGTH (mm) 
G: 
DIFFERENCE (mm) 
F (OR Hj- G 
(IF LESS THAN 15mm, E M E R  gWITWIT) 
(991) NOT MEASUREDIN0 
COMPRESSION 
(992) COMPRESSED, AMOUNT 
UNKNOWN 
(993) DEVICE EXTENDED 
(997) UNABLE TO BE MEASURED 














,METAL COVIR v Q t B P  PLASTIC COVER 
DID BODY MOUNT SEPARATE? 
(0) NO 
(1) YES 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 











LOWER 1 - 
-D-PILLAR, UPPER I - 
LOWER 
* 
(CIRCLE RESPONSE IF DAMAGED) 
NOTE: IF HINGE OR LATCH SEPARA TlON 
OCCURRED, CIRCLE APPROPRIATE , 
RESPONSE BELOW 
HOW DID DOORS 
OPEN DURING COLLISION? 
USE CODES: 
(0) DOOR DID NOT OPEN 
OPENED BECAUSE OF 
(1) HINGE AREA SEPARATION 
(2) DWR-LATCH SEPARATION 
(3) LATCH-STRIKER SEPARATION 
(4) STRIKER-PILLAR SEPARATION 
(5) BODY DISTORTION 
(6) COMBINATION OF ABOVE 
(CIRCLE O C H )  
(7) OPENED, REASON UNKNOWN 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE (NO DCOR) 
(9) UNKNOWN 




(8) NOT APPLICABLE (NO DOOR) 
(9) UNKNOWN 
NOTE: IF HINGE OR LATCH SEPARATION 
OCCURRED, CIRCLE APPROPRIA lE 
RESPONSE BELOW 
REAR DOOR TYPE 
(0) NO DOOR (INCLUDES PICKUPS) 
(1) HATCHBACK 
(2) ONE-WAY TAlbGATE 
(3) TWO-WAY TAILGATE 
(4) CLAMSHELWDISAPPEARING 
TAILGATE 
(5) SINGLE DOOR 
(6)  DOUBLE DOOR 
(9) UNKNOWN 
Single door u 
Two door /@ 
HOW DID DOOR 
OPEN DURING COLLISION? 
(0) DOOR DID NOT OPEN 
OPENEDBECAUSEOF 
(1) HINGE AREA SEPARATION 
(2) DOOR-LATCH SEPARATION 
(3) LATCH-STRIKER SEPARATION 
(4) STRIKER-PILLAR SEPARATION 
(5) BODY DISTORTION 
(6)  COMBINATION OF ABOVE 
(CIRCLE EACH) 
(7) OPENED, REASON UNKNOWN 
(8)  NOT APPLICABLE (NO D80R) 
(9) UNKNOWN 
DOOR JAMMED CLOSED 
(0) NO 
(1) YES 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE (NO DOOR) 
(9) UNKNOWN 
WAS PARTITION TO LUGGAGE ARE3 
DAMAGED DURING COLLISIQN? 
(0) NO 
(1) YES 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 
SPARE TIRE 
(0) NO SPARE TIRE 
(1) NOT ATACHED BEFORE COLLISION 
(2) ATTACHED, NOT SEPARATED IN 
COLLISION 
(3) ATTACHED, SEPARATED DUE TO 
COLLISION 
(9) UNKNOWN 
TRAILER HITCH TYPE 
(0) NO HITCH 
BALL-ANDSOCKET N P E S  . 
(1) TEMPORARY FRAMEWORK (E.G. 
RENAL CLAMP.ON) 
(2 )  BUMPER-MOUNT ONLY (E.G. UGHP 
TRUCK) 
(3) BUMPER-AND-FRAME (rn NON- 
EOUAUZING) 
(4) LOAD EQUALIZING 
BTHER TYPES 
(5) RING-AND-PINTLE 
(6)  FI FTH-WHEEL (INCL PU) 
(7) OTHER (E.G. CLEVIS-ANDPIN) 
(8) EQUIPPED, TYPE UNKNOWN 
(9) UNKNOWN IF EQUIPPED 
TRAILER V P E  
(AT TIME OF COLLISION) 
(0) NO TRAILER 
(1) TRAVEL-TRAILERCAMPER 
(2) MOBILE HOME 
(3) BOAT/SNOWMOBILBAN TRAILER 
(4) UTILITY TRAILER 
(5) TOWED CAR 
(7) OTHER: 
(8) TRAILER, TYPE UNKNOWN 
(9) UNKNOWN 
DID BODY MOUNT SEPARATE? 
(0) NO 
(1) YES 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 
RIGHT PILLARS * 




(8) NOT APPLICABLE (NOT EQUIPPED) 
(9) UNKNOWN 
-A-PI W R ,  UPPER 








(CIRCLE RESPONSE IF DAMAGED) 
NOTE: IF HINGE OFl L4TCH SEPARATION 
OCCURRED, CIRCLE A PPFIOPRIA TE 
RESPONSE BELOW 
HOW DID DOORS 
OPEN DURING COLLISION? 
USE CODES: 
(00) DOOR DID NOT OPEN 
OPENED BECAUSE OF 
(01) HINGE AREA SEPARATION 
(02) DOOR-LATCH SEPARATION 
(03) LATCHSTRIKER SEPARATlON 
(04) STRIKER-PILLAR SEPARATION 
(05) BODY DISTORTION 
(06) COMBINATION OF ABOVE 
(CIRCLE EACH) 
(07) OPENED, REASON UNKNOWN 
(1 1) VAN RIGHT-REAR DOOR OPENED 
(ANY MECHANISM) 
(98) NOT APPUCABLE (NO DOOR) 
(99) UNKNOWN 




(8) NOT APPLICABLE (NO D W R )  
(9) UNKNOWN 
VAN RIGHT-REAR DOOR TYPE 
(0) VAN, NO RIGHT-REAR DOOR 
(1) TRACK (SUDING) 
(2) SINGLE-HINGED 
(3) DOUBLE-HINGED 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE (NOTA VAN) 
(9) UNKNOWN 
WINDSHIELD AMAGE WINDSHIELD MARK 
DRAW GLASS WUFACTURER'S WlNDSHlELB 
MARK ( L E A  TED ALCYVO BO77OM OF WIND 
WlNDSHlELD CRACKED SHIELD AT CENTER OR AT ONE CORNER.) 
WINDSHIELD MARK ON CASE VEHICLE: 
WINDSHIELD BROKEN 
(PLASTIC iNTERLA YER TORN) 
CRACKED OR BROKEN 
BY OCCUPANT CONTACT 
WINDSHIELD CODE 
EXTENT OF BOND SEPARATION 
DID T-ROOFISUN ROOF OPEN 
(7) SEPARATED, AMOUNT DURING COLLISION? 
LOCATE AREA OF WINDSHIELD INTEREST OR DAMAGE WITH DIMENSIONS (VERTICAL 
& HORIZONTAL) ON THIS DIAGRAM OF M E  WINDSHIELD AS VIEWED FROM INSIDE. 
Ouplicate columns 1-8 Module _E Format A 1 
from the previous card 9 10 11 12 
STEERING WHEEL AND COLUMN SC-1 
STEERING WHEEL RIM DAMAGE 
(0) NONE 
(1) DEFORMED SLIGHTLY 




STEf RING WHEEL SPOKES 
(9) UNKNOWN 
STEERING WHL SPOKE DAMAGE 
(0) NONE 
(1 ) DEFORMED SLIGHTLY 
(2) SEVERELY BENT 
(3) BROKEN 
(9) UNKNOWN 
(INDICATE OCCUPANT CONTACT 
BY ClRCUNG RESPONSE) 
TlLT FEATURE 
(0) NOT EQUIPPED 
(1) YES, EQUIPPED, UNK POSlTlON 
(2) u p  
(3) MIDDLE 
(4) LOWER 
(9) UNKNOWN IF EQUIPPED 
SWING-AWAY FEATURE 
(0) NOT EQUIPPED 
(1) YES, EQUIPPED 
(Q) UNKNOWN IF EQUIPPED 
TELESCOPING FEATURE 
(0) NOT EQUIPPED 
(1) YES, EQUIPPED 
(9) UNKNOWN IF EQUIPPED 
EXAMPLES 
TYPE OF DEVICE I 
ORIGINAL DIMENSION (mm) I 
(0) NONE 
(1) CONVOLUTED OR MESH CYUNOER 
(2) DEEP DISH STEERING WHEEL 
(7)  OTHER: 
(9) UNKNOWN IF EQUIPPED 
DAMAGE DIMENSION (mml I 
- 
19 
DIFFERENCE (mm) 1 
A - B  
(991) NOT MEASUREDINO APPARENT 
COMPRESSION 
(992) COMPRESSED, AMOUNT UNKNOWN 
(993) DEVICE EMENDED 
(997) UNABLE TO MEASURE 
(998) NOT APPLlCA8l.E (NO 7 EQUIPPED) 
(999) UNKNOWN 
STEERING WHEEL AND COLUMN SC-2 (A) 
TYPE OF DEVICE * ( 1 ~ 2 7 0 ~ 2 ~ )  
(00) NOT EQUIPPED 
(99) UNKNOWN 
ORIGINAL LENGTH (mm) 
COMPRESSED LENGTH (mm) 
D: 
BRACKET DEFLECTION ( I F C O O E ~ ~ .  
COMPRESSION (OR EXTRUSION) (mm) 
C - 8 (OR &) (TOLERANCE:*IO) 
(991) NOT MEASUREDINO APPARENT 
COMPRESSION 
(9921 COMPRESSED. AMOUNT UNKNOWN 
(993j DEVICE EXTENDED 
(997) UNABLE TO BE MEASURED 
(998) NOT APPLICABLE (NOT EQUIPPED) 
(999) UNKNOWN * 
(ADD A & 8 FOR TOTAL COMPRESSION) 
SHEAR CAPSULE SEPARATION (mm) 
S (USE AVG. OF L E n  & RIGHT CAPSULES.) 
L I .  
RT: u 
(991) NOT MEASURED/NO APPARENT 
SEPARATION 
(992) SEPARATED, AMOUNT UNKNOWN 
(997) UNABLE TO BE MEASURED 
(998) NOT APPLICABLE (NOT EQUIPPED) 
(999) UNKNOWN 
COLUMN VERTICAL ROTATION 
(0) NO APPARENT ROTATON 
(1) UPWARD APPARENT ROTATION 
(2) DOWNWARD APPARENT ROTAION 
(9) UNKNOWN 
COLUMN LATERAL MOVEMENT 
(0) NO APPARENT ROTATlON 
(1) LEFT APPARENT ROTATION 
(2) RIGHT APPARENT ROTATION 
(9) UNKNOWN 
STEERING WHEEL AND COLUMN SC-2 (B) 
COLT HATCHBACK 

CODES FOR COLUMN B, OCCUPANT SPACE NUMBER 
OCCUPANT SPACE NUMBER IS A TWO-DIGIT CODE THE USE OF THE CODE IS DETERMINED BY THE VEHICLE 
SEAT CONFIGURATION AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT: 
FIRST DIGIT 
PIE FIRST DIGIT (LEFT DIGIT) DENOTES THE SEAT ROW, WITH CODE VALUES FROM 1 TO 5. 
Fhf SECOND DIGIT (RIGHT DIGIT) DENOTES THE POSITION ON THE SEATAND, IN SOME INSTANCES, 
THE WIDTH OF THE SEAT. 
(1) LEFT (3) RIGHT .......................................................................... INDIVIDUALSEAT 
............................................. (1) LEFT (2) CENTER (3) RIGHT BENCH: FULL WIDTH 3 PASSENGER 
................... (1) LEFT (2) LEFT (6) RIGHT (3) RIGHT BENCH: FULL WIDTH 4 PASSENGER 
CENTER CENTER 
(1) LEFT (2) CENTER (5) RIGHT b .......................................... BENCH: PARTIAL WIDTH, LEFT 
AISLE SPACE 
(0) LEFT 8 (2) CENTER (5) RIGHT b ......................................... BENCH: PARTlAL WIDTH, CENTERED 
SPACE SPACE 
(4) ENTIRE VEHICLE WIDTH .................................................................. CARGO AREA 




12 PASSENGER CAPACIN 
- 
X X 
X X X  
X X X  
X X X X  
CODES FOR COLUMN F, MEASUREMENT AXIS 
(X) X-AXIS (FORE & AFT) 
(U) Y-AXIS (LATERAL) 
(2) Z-AXIS (VERTICAL) 
CODES FOR COLUMNS G, H, I & J, OCCUPANT & INJURY NUMBERS 
OCCUPANT INJURY 
NUMBER NUMBER CONTACT 
(00) (00) NO CONTACT 
(00) CONTACT, NO INJURY 
(97) (99) CONTACT, OCCUPANT UNKNOWN, INJURY UNKNOWN 
(99) (00) OR (99) UNKNOWN IF CONTACT 
CODES FOR COLUMN C, INTRUDING COMPONENT OR OBJECT 
NOTE: DO NOT CODE OBJECTS OTHER THAN COMPONENTS OF CASE VEHICLE. 
INDIVIDUAL COMPONENT GROUPED FOR MASSIVE INTRUSION INTO AN OCCUPANT SPACE 
INTERNAL USE ONLY IF ALL WESE COMPONENTS 
INTRUDED INTO A SINGLE OCCUPANTSPACE. 
(01) INSTRUMENT PANEL 
(02) FIRE WALL (50)WINDSHIELD HEADER (60)ROOF 
(03) TOE PAN A-PILLAR ROOF RAIL 
(04) FLOOR PAN RQOF SIDE RAIL A-PILLAR 
(05) STEERING COLUMN &PILLAR 
(06) WINDSHIELD (51)lNSTRUMENP PANEL C-PILLAR 
(07) WINDSHIELD HEADER A-PILLAR WINDOW FRAME 
(08) A-PILLAR DOOR PANEL DOOR PANEL 
(09) DOOR PANEL OR SIDE PANEL FLOOR PAN 
(10) WINDOW FRAME (52)lNSTRUMENT PANEL 
(1 1) BPlLlAR A-PILLAR (61)INSTRUMENT PANEL 
(1 2) C-PILLAR WINDSHIELD HEADER TOE PAN 
(13) D-PILLAR WINDSHIELD HEADER 
(14) ROOF SIDE RAILS (53)DOOR PANEL A-PILLAR 
(15) ROOF OR CONVERTBE TOP BPILLAR ROOF RAIL 
(16) BACKLIGHT HEADER ROOF RAIL WINDOW FRAME 
(1 7) FRONT SEAT-BACK SURFACW DOOR PANEL 
SEAT-BACK BACK SURFACE (54)DOOR PANEL ROOF 
(1 8) SECOND SEAT-BACK SURFACE A-PILLAR 
SEAT-BACK BACK SURFACE ROOF RAIL (62) ROOF 
(19) THIRD SEAT-BACK SURFACE ROOF RAIL 
SEAT-BACK BACK SURFACE (55)lNSTRUMENf PANEL GPILLAR 
(20) FOURTH SEAT-BACK SURFACE FLOOR PAN WINDOW FRAME 
SEAT-BACK BACK SURFACE A-PILLAR FLOOR PAN 
(21) FIFTH SEAT-BACK SURFACE DOOR FRAME SECOND SEAT 
SEAT-BACK BACK SURFACE DOOR PANEL 
(22) BACK PANEUBACK DOOR SURFACE (56)ROOF RAIL 
(23) SEAT CUSHION SURFACUEDGE A-PILLAR (63)ROOF RAIL 
(24) CONSOLE B-PILLAR ROOF 
(25) OTHER (DESCRIBE) WINDOW FRAME B-PILLAR 
(26) UNKNOWN INTERNAL SURFACES WINDOW FRAME 
(57)RBOF RAIL FLOOR PAN 
A - P l U R  DOOR PANEL 
EXTERNAL BPILLAR SECOND SEAT 
C-PILLAR FRONT SEAT 
(43) HOOD DOOR PANEL 
(44) OBJECT EXTERNAL TO PASSENGER (64)ROOF RAIL 
COMPARTMENT BUT PART (58)ROOF ROOF OR CONVERIBLE TOP 
OF CASE VEHICLE ROOF RAIL A-PILLAR 
(45) OUTSIDE SURFACE OF CASE VEHICLE WINDOW FRAME @-PILLAR 
(46) OTHER (E.G. SPARE TIRE, DOOR PANEL WINDOW FRAME 
JACK DESCRIBE.) WINDOW HEADER 






Duplicate columns 1-8 Module L _L Format 0 1 
from the previous card o 10 11 12 
WAS THERE OCCUPANT COMPARTMENT INTRUSION? - WAS INTRUSION CATASTROPHIC? - 
13 1 1  . - 
(0) NO QONOTANSWER NEXT WESTION. $PL\OE. 
( 1  ) YES ANSWEfl NLYT OUESTION. 
(9)  UNKNOWN SKlP PA=. 
(0) NO COMPLFF PAGE 
( 1 )  YES =PAGE. 
Duplicate columns 1-8 Module _L _I Format _2 
from the previous card. o 10 11 12 
NOTE: Each line in the table below is a separate record (card). Duplicate dumns 1 - 12 for each completed line. 
0 7 -- -- -- - -- 
- 1 N O T '  USE AGDi7IONAL P A S  IF MORE lHAN 7 INTAUSW.  
INTRUSIONS CODE INTRUSlONS IN THlS ORDER: LEFT TO RIGHT ON ROW; FRONT TO mCK IN VEHICLES. 
CODES FORB, F ,  G, H, I ,  J ON PAGE IT-1 
CODES FOR C ON PAGE 17-2 OCCUPANT CONTACT AND INJURY 
Duplicate columns 1-8 Module I T Format 0 3 
from the previous card. Q 10 11 12 
A B C D E F 
INTRUDING ASSCC. MAXIMUM MEASURE- 
INTRUSION OCC. COMPONENT EVENT INTRUSION M E N  
NUMBER SPACE NO. OR OBJECT NO. (an) AXIS 
1914 15-16 17-18 19 20.21 22 
NOTE: IF NO SIDE DOOR IMRUSION, 
SKlP REMINDER OF PAGE. 






IF DAMAGE TO DOOR COMPONENTRESULTED IN INCREASED 





INTRUSION DAMAGED DAMAGED 
NUMBER COMPONENT 1 COMPONENT 2 CODES 




FOR C4USE: -- - 
13 i s  (1) DIRECT 
IMPACT -- - 
16 18 (2) INDUCED -- - DAMAGE 
19 21 (9) UNKNOWN 
A -- - - 
P P 
(0) M E  
25 (1) A-PILLAR 
(2) BPlLlAR 
B -- - - (3) GPlLlAR 
28 P 29 (4) LATCWSTRIKER 
(5) HINGES 
c -- - - (7) OTHER: - 
30 31 33 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
D -- - - (9) UNKNOWN 
34 36 37 
39 
Duplicate columns 1-6 Module I T Format 0 2 
from the previous card. 9 10 11 12 
- ADDITIONAL PAGE - 
INTRUSIONS CODE INTRUSIONS IN THIS ORDER: LEFT TO RIGHT ON ROW; FRONT TO BACK IN VEHICLES. 
CODESFORB, F ,  G, H ,  I, J ONPAGEIT-1 
CODES FOR C ON PAGE IT-2 OCCUPANT CONTACT AND INJURY 
INTRUDING ASSOC. MAXIMUM MEASURE- 
INTRUSION OCC. COMPONENT EVENT INTRUSION MENT OCCUPANT INJURY OCCUPANT INJURY 
NUMBER SPACE NO. OR OBJECT NO. NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER 
P S  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
0s -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
L O  -- -- -7 -- -- -- 7- 
11 -- ,- -- -- -- -- -- 
11 -- ,. -- -- -- -- -- 
19 .- ,- -- -- -- -- -- 
14 ,, ,- -- -- -- -- -- 
IS -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
16 ,- ,- -- -- -7 -- -- 
11 -- ,. -- -- -- -- -- 
18 -- -- -- 7-  -- -- -- 
19 -- ,- -- -- -- -- -- 
2 0  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
a~ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2 2  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
22. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
24 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
2L -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Duplicate columns 1-8 Module I D Format 0 1 
from the previous card. o 10 11 12 
CODES: 
(0) NO 
(1) YES INDlCA TE OCCUPANT CONTACT 






























































































































(UPPER OR LOWER) 
RIGHT A-PIUAR 





































N C  OR UPPER VENT 
OUTLETS 







Duplicate columns 1-8 Module & J- Format 0 2 
from the previous card. Q 10 11 12 
TYPE OF FRONT SEAT 
(00) NOSEAT 
(01) STANDARD BENCH 
(02) SPLIT BACK, 50-50 
(03) SPLIT BACK, DRIVER WIDE 
(04) SPLIT BACK, PASS. WIDE 
(05) BUCKET 
(06) CAPTAINS'S CHAIR 
(07) INDIV. BENCH, 50-50 
(08) INDIV. BENCH, DRIVER WIDE 
(09) INDIV. BENCH. PASS. WIDE 
(97j OTHER- 
(99) UNKNOWN 









(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 
ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT SEATS 
(0) NO 
(1) YES 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE 




(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 
FRONT SEAT DAMAGE 
(0) NONE 
(1) BACKREST ONLY DAMAGED 
(2) CUSHION ONLY DAMAGED 
(3) BACKREST 8 
CUSHION DAMAGED 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 
CENTER ARMREST DAMAGED 
(0) NO 
(1) YES 
(7) EQUIPPED, DAMAGE UNKNOWN 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(NO CENTER ARMREST) 
(9) UNKNOWN IF EQUIPPED 
OBVIOUS SEAT-BACK 
ROTATION 
(0) NONE APPARENT 
(1) FORWARD APPARENT 
(2) REARWARD APPARENT 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 
SEAT-BACK TYPE 




(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 






(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 
LOCKS HELD 
RECLINER MECHANISM I HELD 
(1) YES 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 
HEAD RESTRAINT 




(3) NOT INTEGRAL, BUT 
CANNOT BE REMOVED 
(7) OTHER: 





(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 
ADJUSTMENT AT CRASH 
(1) u p  
(2) DOWN 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 
HEAD RESTRAINT DAMAGE 
(0) NONE 
(1) DAMAGED BUT 
NOT SEPARATED 
(2) SEPARATED 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 
FRONT SEAT ADJUSTMENT 
SEAT ADJUSTMENT TYPE 




(8) NOT APPLICABLE (NO SEAT) 
(g) UNNKOWN 
ADJUSTMENT PROVIDED 
i f i  OTHER: 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 
SEAT ADJUSTER DAMAGE 
(0) NONE 
(1) CHUCKING (FREE PLAY] 
(2) DEFORMED (REWSEDAMMED) 
(3) SEPARATED - - 
i7j OTHER: 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 
SEAT ADJUSTER SEPARATION 
(0) NONE 
(1 ) SEPARATED AT FLOOR 
(2) SEPARATION OF ADJUSTER 
(3) SEPARATED AT SEAT 






(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 
SECOND SEAT 




(3) CAPTAIN'S CHAIR 
(4) JUMP SEAT 
(9) UNKNOWN 
SECOND SEAT DAMAGE 
(0) NONE 
( 1  ) BACKREST ONLY 
(DAMAGED OR LOOSENED) 
(2) CUSHION ONLY 
(DAMAGED OR LOOSENED) 
(3) BACKREST & CUSHION 
(DAMAGED OR LOOSENED) 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 





(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(NO CENTER ARMREST) 
(9)  UNKNOWN IF EQUIPPED 
FOR THE FOLLOWING, USE: 
(0) NO 
(1) YES 
(8) NOT APPUCABLE 
(9) UNKNOWN 
LEFT OR CENTER, EQUIPPED 
LEFT OR CENTER, HELD 
(3) SEAT FOLDED DOWN 
- I - RIGHT, EQUIPPED 
52 53 
/ RIGHT, HELD 
(3) SEAT FOLDED DOWN 
CUSHION DAMAGED 
T I T  
EQUIPPED - 
89 
BACKREST DAMAGED - 
71 
(0) NOT EQUIPPED 
(OR REMOVED) 
(1) EQUIPPED 






Applies to any rear-seat position 
Duplicate columns 1-8 Module A B Format J- 1 
from the previous card. 9 10 11 12 
DRIVER SlDE 




(1)  YES 
(4) PRIOR DEPLOYMENT 
3 ,  
NOT REINSTALLED 





(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(NO AIRBAG) 
(9) UNKNOWN 
(0) NO DAMAGE 
(2) SPUT OR TORN 
(3) CUT DURING CRASH 
(5) CUT POST CRASH 
(6) OTHER 
(7) DAMAGED, CONDITION UNKNOWN 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE (NOT EQUIPPED) 
(9) UNKNOWN IF EQUIPPED 
OR CONDITION 
PASSENGER SlDE 
LOCATION OF AIRBAG 




(4) PRIOR DEPLOYMENT 
NOT REINSTALLED 





(8) NOT APPLICABLE 
(NO AIRBAG) 
(9) UNKNOWN 
(0) NO DAMAGE 
(2) SPUT OR TORN 
(3) CUT DURING CRASH 
(5) CUT POST CRASH 
(6) OTHER 
(7) DAMAGED, CONDITION UNKNOWN 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE (NOT EQUIPPED) 
(9) UNKNOWN IF EQUIPPED 
OR CONDITON 
NOTE AND DESCRIBE ANY AIRBAG 




TEAM REPORT NUMBER: 
Duplicate columns 1-8 Module 0 C Fonnat & 2 
from the previous card. o 10 11. 12 
(1) MOTOR VEHICLE DRIVER 




ROLE OF OCCUPANT AT 1 ST IMPACT 
AGE IN MONTHS 
(00) LESS THAN 1 MONTH 
(25) 25 MONTHS OR OLDER 
(99) UNKNOWN 
1 I I MASS (kg) I I 
-- 
13 14 
I ROW LOCATION 
AGE IN YEARS 
(00) LESS THAN 1 YEAR 







(8) EXTERNAL TO PASSENGER . , 
COMPARTMENT (E.G. BED OF PICKUP) 
(9) UNKNOWN 
(999) UNKNOWN 
I / HEIGHT (cw 











(4) RIGHT CENTER 
(5) RIGHT 
(6) ALL (LYING ON SEA TJ 




(1 0) SITTING ON SEAT 
(1 1) Sl l l lNG ON SEAT IN ABNORMAL 
POSITION (E. G. FEET ON DASH, 
SIDEWA YS) 
(1 2) Sl l l lNG ON CONSOLE 
(20) ON LAP OR IN ARMS 
(30) STANDING ON SEAT 
(40) STANDING ON FLOOR 
(47) STANDING, EXTERNAL TO 
PASSENGERCOMPARTMENT 
(50) IN BASSINET 
(60) IN CHILD SEAT 
(65) IN CHILD HARNESS 
(70) LYING ON SEAT 
(80) LYING/SITTING ON PASSENGER 
FLOOR 
(83) LYING/SIlllNG ON OTHER 
OBJECT IN PASSENGER 
COMPARTMENT: 
(85) ON CARGO FLOOWFOLDED 
SEAT-BAC K 
(87) LYINGISITTING, EXTERNAL TO 





(01) FIRST AID AT SCENE 
(02) TREATED AT HOSPITAUCUNIC 
BUT NOT ADMlllED 
(03) HOSPITALIZED FOR OBSERVATION 
LESS THAN 24 HOURS 
(04) HOSPITALIZED OVER 24 HOURS 
OR FOR SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT 
(05) FATAL DEAD AT SCENE 
(06) FATAL DOA 
(07) FATAL DEAD WITHIN 24 HOURS 
(08) FATAL DEAD 24 HOURS TO 
31 DAYS UTER 
(09) FATAL DEAD 31 DAYS TO 
1 YEAR LATER 
(10) FATAL DEAD WITHIN UNKNOWN 
PERIOD 
(99) UNKNOWN 
INJURY SEVERllY SCORE (1s) 
(99) UNKNOWN 
NON-IMPACT MED. CONDITIONS 
(0) NONE 
( 1 )  YES, TIME 8 TYPE UNKNOWN 
(2) PREGRASH FATAL (CUNICAL 
DEA TH A T WHEEL) 
(3) PRE-CRASH NON-FATAL (EG. 
PRIOR INJURY, STROKE) 
(4) PREGNANT 
(5) POST-CRASH FATAL (DROWNING) 
(6) POSTGRASH NON-FATAL INJURY 
(7) OTHER: 
(8) COMBINATION OF ABOVE . . 
(CIRCLE EACH) 
(9) UNKNOWN 
POLICE INJURY SEVERITY 
CODE FOR THIS OCCUPANT 
(0) 0 - NO INJURY 
(1) C - POSSIBLE INJURY 
(2) B - NON-INCAPACITATING 
(3) A - INCAPACITATING INJURY 
(4) K - FATAL 
(5) INJURED, SEVERITY UNKNOWN 
(6) DIED PRIOR TO IMPACT 
(7) NON-FATAL INJURY, 
SEVERITY UNKNOWN 
(9) UNKNOWN I 
ACTIVE RESTRAINT SYSTEM 
(0) NONE 
(I) LAP BELT 
(2) SHOULDER HARNESS ONLY 
(3) BOTH LAP BELT & 
SHOULDER HARNESS 
(9) UNKNOWN 
ACTIVE RESTRAINT SYSTEM USAGE I 
(0) NONE (A VAIUBLE BUT NOT USED) 
(1 ) LAP BELT ONLY 
(2) SHOULDER HARNESS ONLY 
(3) BOTH LAP BELT & 
SHOULDER HARNESS 
(7) IMPROPER USAGE 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE (NONE A VAIUBLE) 
(9) UNKNOWN 
PASSIVE RESTRAINT SYSTEM 
(0) NONE 
(1) AIR BAG INSTALLED 
(2) PASSIVE UPPER TORSO 
WITH KNEE BOLSTERS 
(3) PASSIVE UPPER TORSO 
WITHOUT KNEE BOLSTERS 
(4) PASSIVE LAP 8 UPPER TOR= 
(7) OTHER: 
(9) UNKNOWN 
PASSIVE RESTRAINT SYST EM USAGE 
(0) SYSTEM DEFEATED 
(1) AIR BAG NOT DEPLOYED 
(2) AIR BAG DEPLOYED 
(3) AIR BAG NOT REINSTALLED 
(4) PASSIVE UPPER TORSO USED 
(5) PASSIVE LAP & UPPER TORSO USED 
(6) SYSTEM USED IN MANUAL MODE 
(7) IMPROPER USAGE 
(8) NOT APPLICABLE (NOT ORIGINALLY 
EQUIPPED) 
(9) UNKNOWN 
CHILD SEAT TYPE 
(00) NONE USED 
(01) YES, USED 
(88) NOT APPUCABLE 
(ADULT OR OLDER CHILD) 
(99) UNKNOWN 
CHILD SEAT MAKWMODEL 




(7) EJECTED, DEGREE UNKNOWN 
(9) UNKNOWN IF EJECTED 
AREA OF EJECTION I I 
(01) WINDOW, LE!T SlDE 
(02) WINDOW, RIGHTSIDE 
(03) WINDOW, REAR 
(04) DOOR, LEFT SlDE 
(05) DOOR, RIGHT SlDE 
(06) DOOR, REAR OR TAILGATE 
(07j WINDSHIELD 
(08) ROOF OR OPEN CONVERTIBLE OR 
FROM EXTERNAL AREA 
(96) EJECTED AREA UNKNOWN 
(97) OTHER AREA: 
(98) NOT APPLICABLE (NOT EJECTED) 
(99) UNKNOWN IF EJECTED 
39 IF OCCUPANT WAS EJECTED, DESCRIBE 
IN DETAIL BELOW: 
/ HEAD RESTRAINT AVAILABLE 
FOR THIS POSITION I 




INDICATE LOCATlON OF INJURIES, lNCL UOlNG MAJOR BRUISES. 
L E F T  R I G H T  
CODES FOR AREAS O f  POSSIBLE QC CUPANT CONTACT 
FRONT OF PASSENGER COMPARTMENT 
(10) SUNVISOR, FllTING(S) &/OR TOP MOLDING 
(12) WINDSHIELD 
(05) INSTRUMENT PANEL (SPECIFIC A RE4 UNKNOWN) 
(54) UPPER INSTRUMENT PANEL (X) 
(55) MIDDLE INSTRUMENT PANEL (Y) 
(56) LOWER INSTRUMENT PANEL (3 
(81) ASH TRAY (INSTRUMENT PANEL) 
(02) GLOVE COMPARTMENT AREA 
(47) AIR BAG (ACRS) COMPARTMENT DOOWCOVER 
(57) BENEATH INSTRUMENT PANEL 
(53) PARCEL TRAY 
(48) KNEE RESTRAINT 
(86) VERTICAL CONSOLE 
(28) FOOT CONTROLS (INCL PARKING BRAKE PEDAL) 
(09) STEERING ASSEMBLY (SPECIFIC AREA UNKNOWN) 
(65) STEERING WHEEL 
(66) STEERING WHEEL COLUMN 
(59) TRANSMISSION LEVER ON COLUMN 
(03) HARDWARE ITEM (SPECIFIC AREA UNKNOWN) 
(82) INSTRUMENT (S) 
(83) CONTROL KNOB(S) LEVER(S) (FRONT) 
(84) PARKING BRAKE HANDLE IN FRONT 
(67) IGNITION KEY 
(06) MIRROR 
(04) HEATER OR AIR CONDITIONING DUCTS 
(01) AIR CONDrrlONlNG OR MNTIlATlON OUTLET(S) 
(08) RADIO (BUILT IN) 
(58) ADDON TAPE DECK, RADIO, AX: 
(68) ROOF MOUNTED CONTRoLs/CONSOLES 
FLOOR 
(40) FLOOR 
(27) CONSOLE ON FLOOR OR BETWEEN SEATS 
(44) TRANSMISSION LEVER ON FLOOR OR CONSOLE 
(85) PARKING BRAKE HANDLE ON FLOOR OR CONSOLE 
(28) FOOT CONTROLS (INCL PARKING BRAKE PEDAL) 
INTERIOR-GENERAL 
(1 1) TRANSMISSION SELECTION LEVER (LOCATION UNK.) 
(59) TRANSMISSION LEVER ON STEERING COLUMN 
(44) TRANSMISSION LEVER ON FLOOR OR CONSOLE 
(07) PARKING BRAKE HANDLE (LOCATIW UNMVOW) 
(84) PARKING BRAKE HANDLE IN FRONT 
(85) PARKING BRAKE HANDLE ON FLOOR OR CONSOLE 
(28) FOOT CONTROLS (INCL PARKING BRAKE PEDAL) 
(29) FRONT SEAT-BACK(S) 
(51) FRONT SEAT CUSHION 
(50) REAR SEAT CUSHION i BACK 
(49) ARMREST ON SEAT 
(89) UNDER SEAT BOllOM 
RESTRAINT SYSTEM HARDWARE 
RESTRAINT SYSTEM WEBBING 
AIR CUSHION SKIN (AIR BAG) 
AIR BAG COMPARTMENT DOOWCOVER 
KNEE RESTRAINT 
HEAD RESTRAINT 
CHILD SEAT RESTRAINTS 
CHILD SEAT 
INTERIOR LOOSE OBJECT 
OTHER OCCUPANT(S) 
INTERNAL FLYING GLASS (FRCHAANY SOURCE) 
UNKNOWN INTERIOR SURFACE 
SIDES 
(20) SURFACE OF SlDE INTERIOR 
(19) HARDWARE ON SlDE OR DOOR 
(13) ARMREST ON SlDE OR DOOR 
(24) COAT HOOK 
(22) WINDOW GLASS (SIDE) 
(21) WINDOW FRAMES (SIDE) 






(88) SURFACE OF REAR INTERIOR 
(23) BACKLIGHT (REAR WINDOWJ 
(39) BACKLIGHT HEADER 
(50) REAR SEAT CUSHION a BACK 
ROOF OR CONVERTIBLE TOP 
SUNVISOR, FllTING(S) &/OR TOP MOLDING 




ROOF MOUNTED COMROLSCONSOLE 
R a L  BAR 
EXTERIOR SURFACE OF CASE VEHICLE 
(37) OUTSIDE SURFACE OF CASE VEHICLE 
(SPECIFIC AREA UNKNOWN) 
(35) HOOD OF CASE VEHICLE 
(80) EXTERIOR OF CASE VEHICLE (EG. 
OUTSIDE MIRRORS, ANTENNA, TRIM) 
(62) EXTERIOR SIDE ROOF RAlL OF CASE VEHICLE 
(63) TRUNK LID OF CASE VEHICLE 
(64) TIRES OF CASE VEHICLE 
BEYOND CASE VEHICLE BOUNDARY 
(36) AREA EXTERIOR TO CAR (SPECIFIC AREA UNK.) 
(70) HOOD OF OTHER VEHICLE 
(74) OTHER VEHICLE EXERIOR HARDWARE (E.G. 
OUTSIbE MIRRORS, ANTENMI, TRIM) 
(n) EXIERIOR SIDE ROOF RAIL OF OTHER VEHICLE 
(74) HEADLIGHT OR FRONT GRILL OF OTHER VEH. 
(75) TRUNK OF OTHER VEHICLE 
(76) OUTSIDE SURFACE OF OTHER VEHICLE 
(77) TlRES OF OTHER VEHICLE 
(78) GROUND 
(79) WATER 
(80) EXTERIOR OBJECT (NOT VEHICLE, GROUND, 
OR WATER. PLEASE DESCRIBE.) 
PENETRATING OBJECTS 
(61) OTHER VEHICLE 
(72) OBJECTS (DESCRIBE) 
MISCELLANEOUS 
(00) NO CONTACT (INVALID FIELD FORM CODE) 
(38) OTHER (E.G. FIRE. DESCRIBE) 
(90) SPARE TIRE 
(96) INDUCED 
(97) EJECTED, UNKNOWN CONTACT 
(98) IMPACT FORCE, 'WHIPLASH", 
HYPEREXTENSIOWCOMPRESSION 
(W) UNKNOWN AREA OF CONTACT 
Duplicate cdumns 1-8 Module I C Format 1 
from the previous card. o 10 11 12 
NOTE: Each line in the table below is a separate record (card). 
Duplicate columns 1 - 12 for each cornpieted line. 




6 rn E rn 
0 3 
ASSOCIATED OIC 
IN 7S7 COMACT AREA C(XUMN. 















































































2 9 9  
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 s  
1 27 28 29 30 
- - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - -  




















THE FIGURE BELOW 
IS AN EXPLANA~ON OF THEBODY REGION CODES 
USTED ON PAGE IC - 4. 
I ' CODES FOR OCCUPANT INJURY CLASSIFICATION (OIC) 





(X) UPPER EXTREMITIES 












(L) LEG (LOWER) 
(0) ANKWFWT 











1 (W) WHOLE REGION 
(U) UNKNOWN 
3 LESION 4 SYSTEMJORGAN 
(L) LACERATION (S) SKELETAL 
(C) CONTUSION (V) VERTEBRAE 
(A) ABRASION (J) JOINTS 













(2) FRACTURE AND 
DISLOCATION 





(N) NERVOUS SYSTEM 
(0) BRAIN 











(T) THYROID, OTHER 
ENDOCRINE GLAND 
(I) INTEGUMENTARY (SKIN) 
(W) ALL SYSTEMS IN REGION 
(U) UNKNOWN 
5 SEVERm 
(OR 'AIS', A BEREVIA TED 
INJURY SCALE) 
(0) NONE 
(1) MINOR 
(2) MODERATE 
(3) SERIOUS 
(4) SEVERE 
(5) CRlTlCAL 
(6) MAXIMUM 
(9) UNKNOWN 

